
The area north and west of the Allan Hills, Antarctica, visited by ANSMET during the 1992-1993 field
season. All icefield names marked with an asterisk are informal designations and unofficial.
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T
he region north and west of the Allan Hills has been a pro-
lific source of meteorites for previous ANSMET (antarctic

search for meteorites) field parties. Field personnel have
spent several previous seasons exploring concentrations of
meteorites on iceflelds extending westward from the region of
Reckling Peak, including those informally called the Elephant
Moraine icefield, Reckling Moraine icefield, Texas Bowl ice-
field, and Meteorite City icefleld. ANSMET earlier field parties
had reconnoitered icefields further west and north and had
informally named the Northern Ice Patch (or NIP for short)
and the David Glacier iceflelds. Consequently, the goal for the
1992-1993 ANSMET field season was systematically to collect
meteorites from these rarely visited stranding surfaces. In
addition, the Reckling Moraine icefield was to be revisited to
complete research and reestablish a local survey grid using
global positioning system (GPS) techniques.

Our party was put into the field approximately 2 kilome-
ters (km) west of Griffin Nunatak (figure) on 10 December

1992 by an LC-130 Hercules aircraft. Group members includ-
ed P.J. Mouginis-Mark, J.S. Delaney, S.S. Iveson, M. Wadhwa,
R.P. Harvey, and J.W. Schutt. The field party then traversed to
the David Glacier icefields and set up camp. These icefields
consist of exposed areas of blue ice along a series of north-
facing escarpments. Although the extent of exposed ice is
large, we found very few meteorites (a total of nine).

After 5 days of rigorous searching, we moved south
toward our next goal, the NIP. Along the way, we stopped for a
short time to examine a small, isolated icefield, where one
additional specimen was found. The NIP is an expansive
stranding surface about 35 km northwest of Elephant Moraine.
Meteorites had been recovered from the NIP during two previ-
ous reconnaissance visits (1987-1988 and 1981-1982), so our
hopes were high that systematic searching would be produc-
tive. During the next 3 112 weeks, we searched the NIP in great
detail, recovering 195 meteorites (table). As might be expected,
the majority of these were found within 1 km of the downwind

(north) edge of the icefleld; howev-
er, specimens were recovered from
many interesting areas upwind,
including one large specimen on a
snow-bridged crevasse. During
short periods of inclement weather,
we used GPS instruments to survey
meteorite locations, greatly in-
creasing our efficiency over previ-
ous seasons when nonsatellite
methods were used.

Having completed our system-
atic search of the NIP, we moved
camp to the Reckling Moraine Ice-
field for the remainder of the sea-
son. Because some eastern areas of
this icefield had been searched
extensively, we intended to exam-
ine the relatively unexplored west
end of the icefleld. We found sever-
al specimens in areas that had been
searched during the 1980-1981 sea-
son. In addition, we were able to
recover grid points from a previous
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